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Abstract: Using inorganic fullerene-like (IF) nanoparticles and inorganic nanotubes (INT) 

in organic-inorganic hybrid composite, materials provide the potential for improving 

thermal, mechanical, and tribological properties of conventional composites. The 

processing of such high-performance hybrid thermoplastic polymer nanocomposites is 

achieved via melt-blending without the aid of any modifier or compatibilizing agent. The 

incorporation of small quantities (0.1–4 wt.%) of IF/INTs (tungsten disulfide, IF-WS2 or 

molybdenum disulfide, MoS2) generates notable performance enhancements through 

reinforcement effects and excellent lubricating ability in comparison with promising 

carbon nanotubes or other inorganic nanoscale fillers. It was shown that these IF/INT 

nanocomposites can provide an effective balance between performance, cost effectiveness, 

and processability, which is of significant importance for extending the practical 

applications of diverse hierarchical thermoplastic-based composites. 

Keywords: hybrid composites; IF/INT-WS2; microscale fibers; thermal, mechanical and 

tribological properties; synergistic effects 
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1. Introduction 

Over the past few years, research interest in the field of thermoplastic composites has changed from 

“high-performance” advanced materials towards the development of “cost-performance” engineering 

composites. Especially, carbon fiber (CF) or glass fiber (GF) reinforced, thermoplastic-based 

composites have shown to offer design, processing, performance, and cost advantages compared to 

metals for manufacturing structural parts. Among the advantages provided by fiber-reinforced 

thermoplastics over metals and ceramics, that have been recognized for years, are improved fracture 

toughness, impact resistance, strength to weight ratio, as well as high resistance to corrosion and 

enhanced thermal and fatigue properties that have often been put in good use for practical applications 

in the aeronautic, automotive, and energy sectors [1–3]. Nevertheless, these applications require new 

properties and functionalities, especially superior mechanical performance, flame and chemical 

resistance, magnetic field and UV resistance, high electrical conductivity, environmental stability, low 

water absorption, and so forth. To address these issues, the integration of inorganic nanoparticles into a 

polymer matrix allows both properties from inorganic nanoparticles and polymer to be combined, thus, 

resulting in advanced polymer nanocomposites (PNCs) [4]. In particular, additional nanoscale fillers, 

such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [5] or inorganic nanoparticles [6], have been mixed with CFs to 

reinforce polymer matrices. Their high specific surface area enables the formation of a large interphase 

in the composite and strong filler-matrix interactions. In the same way, the addition of nanoclays to 

fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites has been reported to improve damping properties, fatigue 

life, toughness, and wear resistance [7,8]. The synergetic effect of CFs with the inorganic nanoparticles 

is believed to be the major cause for the mechanical improvement achieved. 

Recently, inorganic fullerenes (IFs) and nanotubes (INTs), based on layered metal dichalcogenides, 

such as WS2 and MoS2, have emerged as one of the most promising developments in the area of 

nanomaterials. These types of nanoparticles are currently the subject of intense research, summarized 

in these reviews that include synthetic methodologies, diverse properties of these new nanomaterials 

and their potential applications [9,10]. The first synthesis of such nanoparticles was reported by  

Tenne et al., in 1992 and 1993 [11,12]. Since then, the synthetic technology has advanced considerably 

and almost pure materials (>99%) are currently synthesized in large amounts by ApNano Materials, 

Inc. (NanoMaterials, Ltd., Yavne, Israel) and employed in a wide variety of fields, such as aerospace, 

automotive, naval, defense, medical, energy, electronics, and various other industries. The physical 

properties of WS2 and MoS2 nanostructures (IF/INTs) have been studied in detail, both experimentally 

and by theoretical modeling. These properties are interesting, not only academically, but also because 

these kinds of nanostructures show substantial potential for becoming part of the ultrahigh-strength 

nanocomposite technology [13]. 

The objective of this article is to emphasize the most recent findings about the influence of IF 

nanoparticles and INTs on the structure, morphology and properties of thermoplastic polymer 

nanocomposites, in comparison with PNCs incorporating other nanofillers. Particular interest has been 

devoted to analyze the thermal, mechanical, and tribolological property enhancements attained in multiscale 

fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites containing inorganic fullerene-like WS2 nanoparticles. 
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2. Preparation and Dispersion of IF/INT into Thermoplastic Polymers 

The mixing of polymers and nanoparticles is opening new avenues of research and development of 

advanced engineering flexible composites that exhibit advantageous magnetic, electrical, optical, or 

mechanical properties. The main challenge in fabrication of these polymer nanocomposites for 

structural and functional applications is uniform dispersion of nanoparticles in the polymer matrix. 

However, good dispersion of nanoparticles in polymer composite materials is extremely difficult to 

achieve since nanoparticles have a strong tendency to aggregate due to their nano-size and high surface 

energy. In the case of organic–inorganic nanocomposites, the strength or level of interaction between 

the organic and inorganic phases is another important factor in improving the overall properties of the 

composites. Physical or simple mechanical mixing usually lead to a weak interaction between the 

phases via hydrogen bonding or van der Waals forces. In order to minimize interface energies between 

particles and polymer matrices, several surface modification/functionalization and stabilization 

techniques have been developed that are mainly used in chemical methods, such as sol-gel, in situ 

polymerization, etc. Owing to numerous papers published on polymer organic–inorganic composite 

materials, it is impossible to completely review this field. The reader is referred to the literature cited 

for a more detailed description of synthetic methods used for the processing of PNCs reinforced with 

different types of inorganic nanofillers [13–15]. 

Inorganic layered materials, such as transition metal dichalcogenides MS2 (M = Mo, W), are one of 

the most modern and the most promising development areas in the field of nanomaterials. Inorganic 

fullerene-like (IF) nanoparticles can provide significant advantages over other spherical nanoparticles 

for the preparation of advanced PNCs [13]. In particular, the incorporation of environmentally-friendly  

IF-WS2 nanoparticles has been shown to improve thermal, mechanical, and tribological properties of a series 

of thermoplastic polymers, including isotactic polypropylene (iPP) [16], polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) [17], 

poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK) [18], and nylon-6 [19]. The efficient dispersion of IF-WS2 was achieved 

through simple melt-blending without using modifiers or surfactants. Moreover, the combination of 

inorganic fullerenes with other organic micro-particles (nucleating agents), micro-fibers (CFs) or 

nanofillers (CNTs) allows tailoring of more sophisticated hybrid materials with complex architectures, 

interactions, morphology, and functionality [20–24]. In the same way, the use of INT-WS2 (MoS2) 

offers the opportunity to produce novel advanced polymer nanocomposite materials with excellent 

nanoparticle dispersion. More specifically, since the beginning of 2011, we have successfully 

developed a new family of nanocomposites, which integrated MoS2 nanotubes into an isotactic 

polypropylene (iPP) matrix, one of the most widely investigated polymers in the preparation and 

application of nanocomposites, employing a simple and cost effective melt-processing route [25]. This 

strategy yields finer dispersion, with INT-MoS2 almost fully debundled into individual tubes or small 

clusters, which are randomly oriented in the iPP matrix. Additionally, well-dispersed WS2 inorganic 

nanotubes were efficiently incorporated into epoxy matrix, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), 

poly(propylene fumarate) (PPF), and poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), using various processing 

techniques [26–29]. Figure 1 shows, as an example, typical SEM images of the fracture surfaces of 

composites containing inorganic fullerene-like nanoparticles or inorganic nanotubes obtained under 

optimal processing conditions. It has been demonstrated by statistical analysis of the surface density of 

IF-WS2 nanoparticles in the iPP nanocomposites, that the degree of dispersion strongly depends on the 
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duration of melt blending [16]. For 1.0 wt.% IF-WS2 (Figure 1a), it can be seen that these 

nanoparticles are almost spherical, with an average diameter of around 80 nm, similar to that observed 

for the raw nanofiller, and are individually dispersed for mixing times between 5 and 20 min. 

However, for IF-WS2 contents ≥ 4.0 wt.%, 5 min is not enough time to attain single particle 

distribution, and for the highest concentration incorporated of 8.0 wt.% (not shown here), the influence 

of the mixing time on the degree of dispersion is even stronger. With increasing loading, the 

interparticle distance decreases, hence, flocculation of these nanoparticles can occur after the mixing is 

stopped. Thus, the crystallization rate, as well as the modulus of iPP, initially rise with increasing filler 

content and finally level-off at filler loadings of around 1.0 wt.% [16]. In the case of multiscale  

fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composites, the laminates were prepared by the film-stacking process. 

Four layers of GF or CF were alternatively stacked within five iPP/IF-WS2 (PPS/IF-WS2) films in a 

closed mold. Consolidation of the material was made at 210 °C in a hot-press (320 °C in the case of 

PPS matrix) [22,23]. The results obtained are very promising and suggest that the use of IF/INT can 

provide an effective balance between cost effectiveness and processability, making the resulting 

polymer nanocomposites highly suitable for a wide range of applications at a large scale. 

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of novel polymer/IF(INT) nanocomposites. (a) iPP/IF-WS2 

(1.0 wt.%); (b) PPS/IF-WS2 (1.0 wt.%); (c) iPP/INT-MoS2 (1.0 wt.%); (d) iPP/IF-WS2 (2.0 

wt.%)/GF and (e) PPS/IF-WS2 (2.0 wt.%)/CF. 
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3. Thermal Properties  

It is well known that the crystalline morphology and structure obtained during the thermoplastic 

processing plays an important role on the physico-mechanical behavior of the resulting polymeric 

material, conditioning its potential uses. In this way, the control of the crystallization process can be 

seen as a successful approach for improving physico-mechanical properties of polymers. Therefore, it 

is of great interest to investigate the nucleation, crystallization, and structural development of the 

matrix in IF/INT reinforced polymer nanocomposites [13]. This would help to optimize the 

manufacturing conditions in order to obtain high-performance nanocomposites and to fully exploit 

their potential in practical applications.  

Figure 2. TGA thermograms under a nitrogen atmosphere for neat iPP, PPS and some 

hierarchical laminates. The inset shows the initial degradation temperature (Ti) vs. 

nanoparticle loading.  

 

The thermal stability of several polymer matrices reinforced with IF-WS2 nanoparticles was 

compared with that observed for other spherical inorganic nanofillers, organized by the nature of the 

matrix [13]. It was found that the incorporation of nanometer-sized k particles into a polymer enhances 

the thermal stability of the matrix inhibiting the formation and escape of volatile byproducts generated 

during the decomposition process. In the case of the hierarchical thermoplastic-based composites, the 

thermal stability of IF-WS2 reinforced iPP [22] and PPS [23] laminates has been investigated using 

TGA, and typical thermograms under a nitrogen atmosphere for the neat matrices, and composites 

reinforced with 1.0 and 2.0 wt.% IF-WS2 are shown in Figure 2. It is found that all the composites 

exhibit a single decomposition stage in a nitrogen environment, similar to that found for the neat 

polymers, indicating that the random scission of the polymeric chains is the predominant degradation 

process. The incorporation of increasing nanoparticle contents induces a progressive thermal 
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stabilization of both matrices (see inset of Figure 2), the effect being more significant in the case of 

iPP, probably related to the lower thermal stability of this commodity plastic compared to  

high-performance PPS. Thus, an increase in the initial degradation temperature (Ti) of 12 °C and 47 °C 

is attained at 2.0 wt.% loading in comparison to the reference PPS and iPP laminate, respectively. A 

similar trend is found for the temperature of 10% weight loss (T10) and maximum rate of weight loss 

(Tmax). This thermal stability enhancement has been ascribed to the barrier effect of the nanoparticles 

that effectively obstruct the diffusion of volatile products from the bulk of the polymer to the gas 

phase, therefore slowing down the decomposition process. Upon increasing IF-WS2 loading, the 

barrier effect becomes stronger, which is reflected in higher degradation temperatures. An analogous 

effect of thermal stability increase has been reported for PP/GF composites reinforced with other 

inorganic nanoparticles such as clays [30]. Nevertheless, for the same nanofiller loading, the 

improvements in thermal stability are larger in the case of IF-WS2, indicative of a more effective heat 

barrier effect of the IF nanoparticles likely arising from their more homogenous dispersion and 

spherical shape, thus, larger specific surface area. 

In the same way, the incorporation of INTs can also lead to an improvement in the thermal stability of 

polymer/INTs [25,27]. As an example, the characteristic weight loss temperatures for PP nanocomposites, 

filled with different nanoreinforcements in nitrogen, are summarized in Table 1 [31–42]. The data reveal 

that the concentration of non-modified INT-MoS2 has a dramatic effect on the thermal stability of the 

iPP nanocomposites. T10 of iPP/INT-MoS2 (1.0 wt.%) was almost 60 °C higher than that of neat iPP, 

suggesting that INT-MoS2 have outstanding properties for improving the thermal stability at low 

nanofiller content [31]. As a comparison, approximately the same increment was observed for iPP 

nanocomposites filled with 10 wt.% of silane-modified halloysite nanotubes (HNTs). In the case of 

iPP/HNTs, the thermal stability and flame-retardant effects are believed to result from the hollow 

tubular structure of HNTs, the barriers for heat and mass transport and the presence of iron in the 

HNTs [32–34]. Layered silicates, such as montmorillonite (MMT), also have important effects on the 

thermal stability of the PP matrix (Table 1). The dramatic improvement in thermal stability of around 

90 °C was related to the confinement of the single nanoparticles in approximately 1 nm3 volume using 

sophisticated methods of modification/exfoliation [39–41].  

The flammability behavior of PPS/IF-WS2/CF has been investigated by pyrolysis combustion flow 

calorimetry, in order to determine the heat release rate (HRR) at different nanoparticle contents [24]. 

The addition of IF-WS2 leads to a progressive drop in the average peak HRR, the reduction being 

about 17% for the laminate with 1.0 wt.% loading. Further, the onset temperature at which begins the 

release of heat and the temperature at peak HRR increase gradually with the nanoparticle loading, with 

maximum increments of 19 and 23 °C, respectively, at 2.0 wt.% IF-WS2. These improvements are 

probably related to the low degree of porosity and enhanced thermal stability of the hybrids. Moreover, 

there seems to be a synergistic effect of both micro- and nano-fillers on increasing the polymer 

resistance to fire. The coexistence of CFs and IF-WS2 in the laminates results in a more effective 

confined geometry that increases the barrier resistance to the evolution of flammable volatiles. Similar 

synergistic behavior has been described for different polymer/clay/carbon nanotube hybrids [43,44]. 
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Table 1. Thermal stability, crystallization, and mechanical data for isotactic polypropylene 

(iPP) nanocomposites using nanoreinforcing fillers with different morphologies (e.g., 

tubular, spherical and laminar-like particles) taken from literature. ∆T10 = increment of 

degradation temperature for 10% weight loss, ∆Tp = increment of crystallization peak 

temperature, E = Percentage variations of Young’s modulus,  σy = Percentage variations 

of tensile strength and εb = Percentage variations of strain at yield. 

Filler Filler 
content 
(wt.%) 

∆T10 

(ºC) 
 

∆Tp 

(ºC) 
 

 
(GPa) 

 

σy  

(MPa 
εb  

(%) 

INT-MoS2 [31] 0.1 54 3.9 15% 13% −9% 

0.5 59 10 28% 34% −18% 
1 59 10.1 40% 41% −52% 

HNTs [32–34] 1 - 3.9 - - - 
2 - - 32% 22% −15% 
5 - 8.9 - - - 

10 60 10 - - - 
20 - 12.8 - - - 

30 46 13.8 - - - 

CNTs [35–37] 0.1 - 7.6 - - - 
0.25 - 8.4 - - - 
0.5 - 10.7 - - - 
1 - 10 23% 15% −30% 
2 50 - - - - 

rod-Si3 N4 [38] 1 - 2 722% 292% - 
2 - 3 - - - 

Nanoclay (MMT)  
[39–41] 

3 90 5 152% 95% 0% 

IF-WS2 [16,42] 0.1 11 9.8 - - - 

1 14 13 39% 41% −59% 
2 15 19 - - - 
4 27 20.5 - - - 
8 44 22.1 - - - 

The degree of crystallinity is a key parameter in thermoplastic polymers because it has strong 

influence on both the chemical and mechanical properties. The crystalline phase improves the stiffness 

and tensile strength whilst the amorphous phase helps to absorb the impact energy. The influence of 

IF-WS2 on the crystallization behavior of PPS/CF [23] and iPP/GF [22] has been analyzed by DSC, 

and typical cooling thermograms for composites with 1.0 and 2.0 wt.% loading are shown in Figure 3. 

Moreover, the crystallization temperature (Tp) as a function of IF-WS2 concentration is plotted in the 

inset of this Figure. Noticeable differences are detected depending on the thermoplastic polymer. In the 

case of PPS based composites, the addition of low nanoparticle contents (i.e., 0.1 or 0.5 wt.%) results 

in a decrease in Tp and the degree of crystallinity (Xc), indicating the absence of a nucleating effect of 

the IF-WS2 on the polymer crystallization, and that the transport of macromolecular segments to the 

growing surface of PPS in the composite is hindered. However, the incorporation of higher 
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nanoparticle contents leads to an increase in both Tp and Xc, by up to 9 °C and 14%, respectively 

demonstrating that higher nanoparticle contents act as nucleating agents for PPS. On the other hand, 

these nanoparticles effectively nucleate the iPP matrix in the concentration range of 0–4.0 wt.%, with 

increases up to 22 °C and 6% in Tp and Xc, respectively, at the highest loading tested. These 

improvements are greater than those reported for binary iPP/IF-WS2 nanocomposites [16], pointing 

towards a synergistic effect of both fillers on promoting the crystallization of iPP. This behavior is in 

agreement with the reported for PP/ZnO/GF [45] and PP/SiO2/GF hybrids [46], where the combination 

of nano- and micro-fillers additionally increased the Tp of the matrix, albeit the increments found in 

those hybrids (~7 and 6 °C at 2.0 wt.% ZnO and 1.0 wt.% SiO2 content, respectively) are smaller than 

the increases found for the same amount of IF-WS2. Further, Xc of PP dropped upon incorporation of 

ZnO or SiO2 and GF, while the combined nucleating effect of IF-WS2/GF provoked a slight increase  

in crystallinity.  

Figure 3. DSC crystallization thermograms for neat iPP, PPS and some IF-WS2  

reinforced multiscale laminates. The inset shows the crystallization peak temperature Tp vs. 

IF-WS2 content. 

 

In this way, the control of the crystallization behavior has been shown to be a successful approach 

for improving physico-mechanical properties of polymer/INT nanocomposites. Table 1 summarizes 

the findings of several studies on the nucleating efficiency (NE) of nanoreinforcing fillers, and data 

can be compared by analyzing the difference between the crystallization peak temperature (Tp) of each 

nanocomposite and that of the neat matrix (ÄTp). Clearly, the ÄTp value for INT-MoS2 far exceeds the 

values observed for montmorillonite nanoclay [39] and rod-Si3N4 [38], and is comparable to that observed 

for MWCNTs [35]. However, the nucleation efficiency of INT-MoS2 is significantly lower in comparison 

to the value of 40% observed for inorganic fullerene-like WS2 nanoparticles at 1.0 wt.% [16]. The results 

obtained clearly show that the addition of INT-WS2 plays a remarkable role in accelerating the 
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crystallization rate of iPP. In these systems, the crystallinity of iPP was found to rise up to 14% with 

increasing the INT-MoS2 content, from a value of 50% for iPP, to values of 54, 57 and 56% for the 

nanocomposites with 0.1 wt.%, 0.5 wt.% and 1 wt.%, respectively [25]. Furthermore, a new study on 

the crystallization behavior of biopolymer/INTs suggests that INT-WS2 exhibits much more prominent 

nucleation activity on the crystallization of PHB than other specific nucleating agents or nano-sized 

fillers [29]. An increment of 35 °C in the crystallization temperature of PHB was observed for as little 

as 0.1 wt.% INT-WS2. This corresponds to the highest value observed hitherto for PHB formulations 

using specific nucleating agents (e.g., talc, boron nitride lignin) or nano-sized fillers (e.g., CNTs, 

graphene oxide) [29]. 

Figure 4. Room temperature thermal conductivity of iPP and PPS-based laminates as a 

function of IF-WS2 concentration. 

 

The addition of thermally conductive organic or inorganic nanofillers typically enhances the 

thermal conductivity (λ) of polymers, which is interesting for applications that require effective 

dissipation of accumulated heat like connectors or thermal interface materials. It depends on several 

factors, namely the filler size, aspect ratio, concentration and state of dispersion, the nature, molecular 

weight and degree of crystallinity of the polymer, as well as the porosity of the material. The room 

temperature thermal conductivity of iPP- [22] and PPS- [24] based laminates has been measured in the 

transverse directions, and the results are shown in Figure 4. The incorporation of IF-WS2, which exhibit 

about twice the thermal conductivity of the neat matrices [47], results in significant λ improvements in the 

case of iPP/GF laminates, up to 21% at 2.0 wt.% loading, whilst for PPS/CF composites the increments are 

smaller, about 9% for the same loading. This discrepancy is ascribed to the low thermal conductivity of the 

GF fabric (~0.05 W m−1 K−1) compared to that of CF (>200 W m−1 K−1). It seems that the CFs play a 

dominating role in the thermal conductivity properties and mask the effect of the IF-WS2, as can be 

deduced from the comparison with the results of binary PPS/IF-WS2 nanocomposites [48], where λ 
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improvements in the hierarchical laminates are comparable to those reported for the corresponding 

binary composites [49], indicating that effect of the nanoparticles predominates. An analogous 

behavior has been reported for other hierarchical laminates based on thermoplastic polymers, such as 

PEEK/CNT/GF laminates [50], where λ increased by ~48% at 1.0 wt.% CNT, similarly to the 

enhancements found in the binary composites [51]. It is worthy to note that for the same nanofiller 

concentration, the increases in λ upon addition of CNTs are only about double those achieved with the 

incorporation of the IF-WS2, while much higher differences would be expected considering the 

extraordinary high thermal conductivity of CNTs. The strong agglomerating tendency of CNTs, the 

small thermal conductance of the nanotube-polymer interface and the high interfacial thermal 

resistance between nanotubes within a bundle probably limits the property enhancement, whereas for 

composites incorporating IF-WS2 the large nanofiller-matrix interfacial contact area and the very 

homogeneous dispersion lead to experimental λ values even higher than the theoretical predictions.  

4. Mechanical Properties  

The dynamic mechanical properties of the multiscale composites were explored by DMA, technique 

that provides information about the viscoelastic behavior of the matrix, indicating changes in the 

stiffness and the relaxation processes that occur as a function of temperature. The influence of the  

IF-WS2 on the dynamic mechanical behavior of polymer/IF-WS2 nanocomposites has also been 

investigated [16–18]. In particular, it was observed that the improvements in the storage modulus 

values of PPS/IF-WS2 nanocomposites are noticeably higher than those achieved in other 

thermoplastic nanocomposites based on IFs (e.g., iPP, nylon-6, PEEK), suggesting the presence of 

specific polymer-filler interactions in the case of PPS. The molecular nature of these interactions are 

still not understood, but they may be associated with the presence of outer S atoms on the IF 

nanoparticles, and more work is required in order to explain this phenomenon. Figure 5 presents the 

storage modulus (E') and loss tangent (tan δ) at the frequency of 1 Hz for PPS- and iPP-based 

composites incorporating 1.0 and 2.0 wt.% IF-WS2, and the glass transition temperature (Tg) vs. 

nanoparticle content is shown in the inset of the Figure. Different behavior is also observed depending 

on the polymer matrix. Regarding PPS/CF laminates, the addition of very low IF-WS2 loadings (i.e., 

0.1 wt.%) leads to a slight drop in E' (~7% at 25 °C), probably related to the decrease in the 

crystallinity found for this sample, as revealed by DSC analysis, since the crystalline regions enhance 

the modulus of semicrystalline polymers. The laminate incorporating 0.5 wt.% IF-WS2 exhibits similar 

E' to that of PPS/CF, since the reinforcement effect of the IF-WS2 should compensate for the slight 

decrease in crystallinity. In contrast, the incorporation of nanoparticle contents > 0.5 wt.% leads to 

significant E' increments, by up to 22% for 2.0 wt.% nanoparticle content at 25 °C. On the other hand, 

the gradual addition of IF-WS2 to iPP/GF results in progressive E' increases, by about 27% at 2.0 wt.% 

loading. This behavior is associated with the increase in crystallinity caused by heterogeneous 

nucleation, combined with an effective reinforcement effect arising from a very homogeneous 

nanoparticle dispersion. For both types of composites, the reinforcement effect is more pronounced at 

temperatures below Tg, in agreement with the behavior reported for PP/nanoclay/GF composites [30], 

where significant E' enhancements were found at low temperatures whereas the differences in modulus 

among the samples became insignificant at temperatures above the glass transition. 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the (a) storage modulus E' and (b) tan δ as a function of 

temperature for the neat polymers and some multiscale laminates. The inset shows the 

glass transition temperature Tg vs. IF-WS2 content.  

 

 

The evolution of tan δ (ratio of the loss to storage modulus, a measure of the damping within the 

system) as a function of temperature (Figure 5b) exhibits an intense peak, named α relaxation that 

corresponds to the Tg. Further, the iPP/GF laminates show a peak at about 88 °C related to the 

relaxation of the crystalline phase (αc). In an unfilled system, the polymer chain segments are free from 

restraints. The incorporation of fillers decreases the free volume and restricts the mobility of the matrix 

chains, which is reflected in higher Tg values (see inset of Figure 5). Once again, different trend is 

found depending on the nature of the matrix. Thus, in the case of PPS/CF, the incorporation of low  

IF-WS2 contents (≤ 0.5 wt.%) led to a downshift in Tg, while the addition of higher concentrations 

resulted in an upshift. As mentioned above, the addition of low nanoparticle loadings slows down the 

crystallization rate of PPS, leading to the formation of a more amorphous phase that provokes a slight 

drop in Tg. However, the incorporation of higher contents has a nucleation effect, thereby raising the 
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crystallinity of the polymer, which combined with a larger IF-WS2-matrix interfacial contact area 

results in an effective immobilization of the polymer chains, consequently an increase in Tg of up to  

18 °C at 2.0 wt.% IF-WS2. In contrast, the Tg progressively increases upon addition of these nanoparticles 

to iPP/GF, the increment being about 6 °C for the same nanoparticle loading. In the same way, the presence 

of IF-WS2 causes an increase in the crystalline relaxation temperature αc of iPP, since the strong nucleation 

effect of these nanoparticles accelerates the crystallization of iPP in the nanocomposites. 

The magnitude of the tan δ peak is indicative of the filler-matrix interactions. For both types of 

composites, the height of the tan δ peak decreases with increasing IF-WS2 content, indicative of a 

strong nanofiller-matrix interfacial adhesion. Moreover, this reduction probably arises from a 

synergistic effect between the micro- and nano-fillers on restricting chain mobility, in agreement with 

the behavior reported for other GF-reinforced hierarchical composites [52]. The incorporation of both 

reinforcements has a strengthening effect, leading to a lower degree of molecular motion, hence, lower 

damping characteristics. It also noteworthy that the width of the tan δ peak becomes broader with 

increasing nanoparticle loading, phenomenon that can be interpreted as improved nanofiller-matrix 

interactions, and is another indication of the larger nanoparticle-matrix interfacial area. The IF-WS2 

and microscale fibers disturb the relaxation of the neighbour polymer chains, which would behave 

differently from those situated in the bulk matrix, resulting in a wider maximum. This behavior was 

also observed in IF-WS2 reinforced iPP [16] and PEEK [18] nanocomposites, attributed to a more 

inhomogeneous amorphous phase in the composites in relation to the pure matrix. 

The static mechanical properties of iPP and PPS based hybrid laminates have been investigated by 

tensile tests [22,23], and the Young’s modulus (E), tensile strength (σy), elongation at break (εb), and 

toughness (T) as a function of nanofiller loading are plotted in Figure 6. The trends observed are 

similar to those described previously for the storage modulus. E and σy rise progressive with increasing 

nanoparticle loading in the case of iPP/GF composites, while they decrease slightly at low loadings and 

then grow in PPS/CF laminates, behavior that is directly related to the crystallinity of the samples, as 

discussed previously. Interestingly, both parameters only rise marginally upon addition of the  

IF-WS2, the maximum increments being ~14% and 11% at 2.0 wt.% nanoparticle content, respectively, in 

the case of PPS/CF, and even smaller for iPP/GF composites (Figure 6). However, considerably larger 

increases were observed for the binary iPP/IF-WS2 nanocomposites [49], where E and σy improved by 

around 42 and 31%, respectively, for the indicated loading. For multiscale composites, it is expected that 

the nanofillers predominantly influence the properties that are matrix-dominated; consequently, only small 

increases are observed in the Young’s modulus and tensile strength of the hybrids, since the tensile 

properties are more fiber-dominated. These results are consistent with the behavior reported for other 

thermoplastic-based hybrids [53], where E and σy of the fiber reinforced polymer only improved 

marginally upon incorporation of the nanoscale fillers due to the dominating role of the fibers.  

With regard to the strain at break (εb), the trend found is very similar for both composite series. A 

moderate increase is found at low nanoparticle loadings, followed by a sharp reduction at higher 

concentrations. This indicates that higher amounts of IF-WS2 hinder the ductile flow of the matrix. 

This tendency is in contrast to that typically reported for CNT-reinforced multiscale laminates [53], 

where εb systematically decreases upon addition of the carbon nanofillers, attributed to the presence of 

aggregates that produces stress concentrations at the filler-matrix interface, leading to premature 

failure. Similarly, Rahman et al. [30] found around 50% reduction in tensile strain upon incorporation 
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of 6.0 wt.% nanoclay to PP/GF (30 wt.%), also ascribed to the poor nanoclay dispersion that strongly 

limits the plastic deformation of the matrix. The surprising behavior observed for the composites filled 

with IF-WS2 is probably related to the lubricant character and more uniform dispersion of these 

inorganic nanoparticles combined with their spherical shape that reduce the stress concentration sites, 

thereby improving the matrix ductility. However, for IF-WS2 concentrations higher than 1.0 wt.%, a 

stiff hybrid network of micro- and nano-fillers could be formed that acts very effectively as a barrier 

for the mobility of the polymer chains, thus limiting the ductile deformation. A qualitatively similar 

behavior is found for the toughness, measured as the area under the tensile curve, that increases 

considerably at low IF-WS2 loadings (i.e., by 35% at 0.1 wt.% content compared to iPP/GF) while 

drops moderately at concentrations higher than 1.0 wt.% (around 20% decrease at 2.0 wt.% loading 

compared to PPS/CF). The small aggregates contribute to increase the brittleness under high strain 

rates, since they nucleate secondary cracks and favour the formation of dimples. 

Figure 6. (a) Young’s modulus (E), (b) tensile strength (σy), (c) elongation at break (εb) 

and (d) toughness (T) as a function of IF-WS2 loading. Solid and open symbols correspond 

to PPS/IF-WS2/CF and iPP/IF-WS2/GF systems, respectively. 

 

The influence of the IF-WS2 on the flexural properties of iPP/GF and PPS/CF has also been 

investigated [22,24]. In this case, maximum increments in the flexural modulus Ef and flexural strength 
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σfM of iPP/GF up to 26 and 22%, respectively, have been attained at 2.0 wt.% loading. Similarly, 

enhancements of 25 and 15% have been found in PPS/CF composites for the same nanofiller loading. 

The comparison of the results with those obtained for the corresponding binary nanocomposites [22,24] 

reveals a synergistic effect of both fillers on enhancing the flexural properties of the matrix. 

Table 2. Comparison of the increment in static mechanical properties (in %) for different 

polypropylene (PP) and polyphenylene sulfide-(PPS) based hierarchical laminates. 

MWCNT: multi-walled carbon nanotubes; MMT: montmorillonite; Woll: Wollastonite;  

E: Young’s modulus; σy: tensile strength at yield; G: impact strength; Ef: flexural modulus; 

σfM:  flexural strength. 

Matrix Fiber  
(wt.%) 

CNT 
(wt.%) 

∆E (%) ∆σy 

(MPa) 
∆T  
(%) 

∆Ef  
(%) 

∆σfM  
(%) 

Ref. 

PP GF  
(5) 

MWCNTs 40 39 24 36 43 [18] 

PP CF  
(5) 

MWCNTs 57 37 34 51 35 [18] 

PP GF  
(30) 

MMT  
(6) 

6 6 - 9 10 [3] 

PP GF  
(30) 

Woll  
(10) 

−6 −6 −31 −2 −3 [19] 

PP GF  
(40) 

SiO2 
(1) 

22 3 −5 2 12 [9] 

PP GF  
(30) 

IF-WS2  
(2) 

10 8 - 26 22 [1] 

PPS GF  
(40) 

CaCO3  
(3 wt.%) 

27 9 14 - - [20] 

PPS GF  
(40) 

CaCO3  
(3) 

- - 20 0 3 [21] 

PPS CF IF-WS2  
(2) 

14 11 −20 25 15 [2,4] 

Table 2 compares the improvements in static mechanical properties reported for various PP and 

PPS-based hierarchical composites [30,46,54–57]. Clearly, the highest improvements are attained upon 

addition of multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) to fiber-reinforced PP composites [54], which 

is reasonable taking into account the very high modulus of these carbon nanofillers. Nevertheless, 

among the various inorganic fillers, IF-WS2 lead to larger stiffness and strength improvements than 

montmorillonite [30], wollastonite [55], or nanosilica [46], and comparable to those of CaCO3 [56,57].  

In the same way, the incorporation of INTs can also lead to improvement in the mechanical 

properties of polymer/INTs [25,27]. As an example, the characteristic mechanical data (e.g., Young’s 

modulus, E, tensile strength, σy and strain at yield, εy) for the PP nanocomposites incorporating 

nanoreinforcing fillers with different morphologies are summarized in Table 1 [31–42]. It can be 

observed that the addition of INT-MoS2 progressively enhances the Young’s modulus of the matrix, 

with increments of 15, 28, and 40% for loading fractions of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 wt.%, respectively. The 

improved E obtained in this work is ascribed to the very uniform dispersion of the INT-MoS2 and their 
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high aspect ratio, which results in larger nanofiller-polymer interfacial area. Qualitatively similar 

trends were found for the tensile strength, where the increments were around 13, 34, and 41% for the 

abovementioned nanofiller contents. On the other hand, the incorporation of the inorganic nanotubes 

leads to a slight decrease in εy. This is a typical behavior of nanofiller-reinforced polymer composites, 

since the nanofillers restrict the ductile flow of the matrix, and is in agreement with the results reported 

by Lopez-Gaxiola et al. [58] for carbon filler-reinforced PP composites. Table 1 also shows the 

percentage variations in the mechanical properties of iPP nanocomposites containing similar amounts 

(1.0 wt.%) of various nanofillers. Remarkable improvements in the mechanical properties are 

observed for iPP/INT-MoS2, where the non-modified nanofillers were dispersed uniformly in the iPP 

matrix for all the compositions prepared [31]. The magnitude of increase in the modulus and strength 

is similar to that obtained for IF-WS2 nanoparticles [42] and far exceeds that reported for both modified 

HNTs [34] and CNTs [37]. However, silicon nitrides clearly provide the best reinforcement for PP 

matrix, which has been related to the alignment and exfoliation of rod-shaped Si3N4 particles [38]. These 

phenomena were also mainly responsible for the 95% enhancement in the tensile strength and 152% 

increase in the tensile modulus of PP using p-aminobenzoic acid modified-clay with PP-g-MA as a 

compatibilizer [40]. On the other hand, Reddy et al. have reported that the high rigidity of INT-WS2 

and the effective load transfer from the matrix to the INT-WS2 were responsible for the improved 

mechanical properties of PMMA/INT-WS2 nanocomposites [27]. In particular, it was observed that the 

elastic modulus of PMMA fiber meshes was increased by 10 and 22 times upon incorporation along 

the fiber axis of 1.0 and 2.0 wt.% INT-WS2, respectively. Analogously, the tensile strength of the 

composite fibers increased by 35 and 32% for the indicated nanoparticle loadings. However, the 

toughness of the sample with 2.0 wt.% INT-WS2 was lower than that of the neat PMMA fiber, since 

nanofiller aggregation started to take place. Overall, experimental results point out the advantages of 

using these environmentally friendly and cheap inorganic fullerenes and nanotubes instead of 

conventional nanoparticles for improving the mechanical performance of thermoplastic composites.  

5. Tribological Properties  

Inorganic nanoparticles are frequently incorporated into thermoplastic polymers with the aim to 

improve the tribological properties. The nanoparticles exhibit some advantages compared to 

conventional microfillers, such as higher specific surface area, lower abrasiveness due to a reduced 

angularity, enhanced strength, modulus and toughness. In addition, IF-WS2 possess a lubricant 

character, and have been shown to be effective for improving the tribological properties of 

thermoplastic polymers such as PPS or PEEK [59,60]. Figure 7 displays the change in the coefficient 

of friction (µ) and wear rate of PPS/CF upon addition of IF-WS2 [23]. The incorporation of 0.1 wt.% 

IF-WS2 leads to a slight increase in µ (~5%) compared to the reference laminate, probably related to 

the decrease in stiffness and strength found for this sample that prevails over the lubricant effect of the 

IF-WS2. Further increasing the nanoparticle loading, µ drops strongly, reaching the lowest value at  

2.0 wt.% IF-WS2 (about 32% drop compared to the reference laminate). Rapoport et al. [61] proposed 

a rolling mechanism for these nanoparticles, in which they act as a ball-bearing component, implying 

that they roll instead of sliding between the surfaces, hence, decreasing the shear stress, contact 

temperature and coefficient of friction. Likewise, the abovementioned behavior can be attributed to a 
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synergistic effect between the CFs and the inorganic nanoparticles, as reported previously for  

CF-reinforced PEEK incorporating ZnS or TiO2 nanoparticles [62]. 

Figure 7. Coefficient of friction and wear rate of PPS/IF-WS2/CF laminates as a function 

of IF-WS2 content.  

 

With regard to the wear rate, a progressive reduction in this parameter is found upon increasing  

IF-WS2 concentration, which decreases by nine-fold for the composite with 2.0 wt.% loading compared 

to the reference laminate. This increase in wear resistance has been attributed to the formation of a thin, 

continuous, and smooth transfer film on the counterface during sliding combined with the reinforcing 

effect, and it is enhanced by the presence of the two fillers. The adhesion of the transfer film would be 

stronger since a homogeneous mixture of the debris is formed, and the resistance to cracking and 

fatigue failure would also increase in the presence of the nanoparticles. An analogous trend was 

reported for the wear behavior of PEEK/ZrO2/CF composites [62], where a synergistic effect of CFs 

with ZrO2 nanoparticles on enhancing the matrix wear resistance was proposed. Overall, the 

combination of conventional CF-reinforced thermoplastics with lubricant nanoparticles like IF-WS2 is a 

promising approach to develop multiscale hybrids with superior tribological performance. 

Table 3. Wear rate (K) data of PP nanocomposites nanocomposites using nanoreinforcing 

fillers with different morphologies. 

Filler Filler 

content 

(wt.%) 

Wear rate 

(K)×104 

(mm3/ Nm) 

Percentage variation 

of K (%) 

INT-MoS2  

[31] 

0 6.27 - 

0.1 5.97 5 

0.5 4.35 31 

1 2.98 53 

Nanoclay [65] 1 - 38.5 

IF-WS2 [42] 1 - 63 
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Table 3 collects the wear rate of melt-procesable iPP/INT-MoS2 nanocomposites [31]. With the 

incorporation of INT-MoS2 the wear resistance of the polymer is considerably enhanced and the 

nanocomposite with 1.0 wt.% loading shows a reduction of about 53%. These inorganic nanotubes 

dispersed in the polymer matrix can act as a barrier and prevent large-scale fragmentation of the iPP. It has 

been reported that nanofillers of similar dimensions as the segments of the surrounding polymer chains 

enable a milder material removal and aid the formation of uniform tenacious transfer film [63,64]. Table 3 

also compares the percentage of variations in the wear rate of PP nanocomposites containing 1.0 wt.% 

of nanoclay [65], IF-WS2 [42], and INT-MoS2 [31]. In particular, PP/INT-MoS2 showed higher wear 

property improvement than that of PP/nanoclay without the need for an exfoliation process. The 

highest percentage of improvement in wear rate is found for IF-WS2 solid lubricant nanoparticles, 

which have recently been identified as ideal candidates for improving the tribological performance of 

polymers like epoxy [61], nylon-6 [19], and PEEK [18].  

6. Conclusions and Future Developments 

The addition of IF/INTs has been demonstrated to be a very efficient strategy to improve the 

thermal, mechanical and tribological properties of thermoplastic polymers like iPP, PPS, or PEEK and 

their fiber-reinforced composites. These materials can be fabricated by simple melt-processing and 

compression molding without the need for modifiers or surfactants, leading to a very homogenous 

dispersion of the nanofillers within the matrix. More importantly, they exhibit similar or enhanced 

performance when compared with composites that incorporate CNTs, nanoclays or other inorganic 

spherical nanoparticles, but are substantially more cost-effective, efficient and environmentally-friendly. 

Results demonstrate the existence of synergistic effects of both micro-and nanoscale fillers on 

enhancing the stiffness, strength, thermal conductivity, thermal stability, flammability, and wear 

resistance of hierarchical thermoplastic-based composites. This new family of materials has a wide 

range of potential applications ranging from medicine to the aerospace, automotive, and electronics 

industries. Some of these applications are still at an early stage of research and development. However, 

for optimal control of the properties of these new materials, it is highly important to tailor the 

fabrication process from the viewpoint of the final product. In particular, the improvement and 

application of these nanocomposites in comparison with other organic-inorganic hybrid nanomaterials 

(silica, metal oxides, clays, etc.) depend on how effectively we optimize and scale-up their fabrication 

method. For specific applications, these nanoparticles should be surface functionalized in order to 

confer more selectivity, specificity and reactivity with the polymer chains. An additional demanding 

area is the potential of these nanoparticles in the field of biocompatible and/or biodegradable 

polymeric composites for packaging and medical applications and their eventual toxicological effects, 

if any, need to be investigated. Research and progress in these areas will not only benefit the current 

applications but would also lead to new markets as well as to future development of diverse 

hierarchical thermoplastic-based composites. 
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